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The first English translation 
of the following pamphlet ap
peared in the '' Council Corres
pondence,,, theoreticaf organ of 
the United· Workers' Party of 
America. A few isola ted pages 
of the pamphlet have been pub
lished but the whole criticism is 
here p�esented for the first time 
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FOREWORD. 
The collapse of the Third International and the dis

integration of the Bolshevik Party throughout the 
world renders timely and imperative a presentation of 
the theoretical struggle, waged between Rosa Luxem
burg and Lenin, on the role and formation of the party. 

In the following pages British socialists/are shown 
the first English translation of Rosa Luxèrnburg's cri
ticism of the opportunistic principles of Lenin, and al
though the criticism may be added to, and is necessarily 
tinctured with the outlook of Social Democracy, it 
nevertheless counters the bourgeois prejudice-s of Lenin 

' with a solid Marxian understanding and analysis. 
Thirty years ago the dispute began: to-day, the 

end is in sight. History has decided in favour of Rosa 
Luxemburg and now give,� greater value to her contri
butions than when they were first written. But the 

\._ legend of. Leninism dies hard. Supported by the gla-
J morous achievement of the Russian Revolution and the 

subsequent enthusiasm of the militant Proletariat, it re
mains a strong tradition in the working class movement, 
delaying the development of revolutionary working clas'.'l 
understanding. To destroy this tradition, along with 
the traditions of the Second International, is the im-

, ... mediate and urgent task of the Communist movement. 
The contradictory and counter-revolutionary theorie:,; 

and activities or the Leninist party are not the result 
" of strayings from the real teachings of Lenin, as Trotsky 

and otiher apologists unconsciously, but clearly, prove. 
Lenin consistently denied that the working class 

N 
could be the active and oonscious agents of revolution

tti ary change and his works teem with arguments that a 
. ..- revolutionary policy could only be thought out and im
r--- posed upon the working class oy the "intellectuals," 
'"""who must have unrestricted controf of the party ma
� chine, and the unquestioning loyalty of the party mem
(.1') ber, whose sole duty is to carry out the orders of hh 

"elf--eler,1 ed suprriorb Ü 1a �iS 1uch-quotcd pamphlet,

.... 
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"What Is To Be Done," Lenin scornfully rejects the 
realisation of class-consciousness in the class struggle 
and forcibly expresses his contempt for the under
standing of the working class :-

'' The history of all countries bears witness that 
the working class, of itself, is only capable of develop
ing a trade unionist consciousness that is, the 
conviction of the necessity of joining together in unionS', 
of conducting a struggle against the employer, of de- 1manding from the government this or that legislative 
measure in the interests of the workers, etc. The 
Socialist doctrine, however, bas proceeded from the 
philosophical, historical, and economic theories wh foh 
originated with educated reyresentatives of the owning 
classes the intellectuals.' ' 

The investing of a party leadership with absolute 
powers over the movement, which follows from the 
hourgrois conspiratorial concept of · Lenin, . is ably 
dealt with from the standpoint of prolctarian. derp.ocracy, 
by Rosa Luxemburg. 

With the ,advent of the Russian. Revolution her 
. criticisms, although fortified by the developments of 
the· revolution, wcre temporarily overshadowed by the 
popular elation at the suecess of the Bolsheviks. Her 
work was never completed. The ·smashing of the 

- German revolutionary movement -and the ,assassination
of Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Leibknecht by the capital-

•· ist gunmen of soci,al democracy in 1919 decreed that
the work of collecting ,and reconstructing theoretical
criticism and revolutionary organisation should be re
viewed by a generation with experience of the defeats
and disasters •attendant on the false theories of the
Communist International-the product of Leninist
ideology.

MAY, 1935,
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LENINISM OR._ MARXISM 

PART L 

Organizational Questions of the Proletarian Revolution. 

. In the Social Democracy, orœanization too is a
d1fferent thing from that of the earÎi?r, utbpian attempts 
at Socialism; being not an artificial product of propa
ganda but an hi�torical ;12roduct of the class�stru,ggle, a
produc·t into whiclï

f
.he Social Democracy brings nothing

more than the political consciousness. Under normn.l 
conditions, that is, where tlï

ë
class rule of the bourgeoisie

prece<les the social-democratic movement, the first 
political welding together of the workers has in large 
measure been the work of the bourgeoisie itself. '' On 
this plane,'' says the Communist Manif esto, '' the dra wing 
together of work.ers in mass is not yet the consequence 
of their o,vn union,

�
ut the conscquence of the 

_
union of 

the bourgeoisie.'' In Russia there has fallen to the 
Social Democracy t task of consciously stepping in and 
taking over a part of the historical process and of 
leading the proletariat, a.s a fighting class which is 
conscious of its goal, from political authoritarianism,..:) 
which forms the foundation of the absolutist rcgimc, 
direct to the highest form of organization. Thus the 
organizational question is especially difficult to the :Social 
Dcmocracy of Russia not merely because its work must 
be done without any previous experience of bourgeo;s 
democracy, but especially because it has to create, in a 
sense, like the good Lord himself, "out of nothing," 
without the political ravv material which is clsewherc 
ready prepared by bourgeois society. 
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The problem on which the Russian Social Democracy 
has been working the last few years is precisely the 
transition from the dispersed, quite independent circles 
and local organizations, which -corresponded to the. 
preparatory and primarily propagandistic phase of the 
movement, to a form of organization such as is required 
for a unified political action of the masses throughout the 
nation. 

. Since, however, the most prominent trait of the old 
form of organization, now grown unbearable and 
politically surpassed, was dispersion and complete 
autonomy, or the self-sufficiency of the local organiza
tions, it was qùite natural that the watchword of the new 
phase, of the preparatory work for the great organization, 
should become-centralism. The emphasis on this thought 
was the leitmotif of Iskra in its brilliant three-year 
campaign for preparing the last -and really constituent 
party congress, and the same thought dominated the 
entire young guard of the party. However, it was soon 
to appear at the Congress, and still more so aftcr the 
Congress, that centr.alism is a slogan which is far from 
exhausting the historical content, the peculiarit.y of the 
social-democratic type of organization; it has been shown 
onc\e more that the Marxist conception of Socialism is not 
susceptible of being fixed in formulas. 

The present book of Comrade Lenin, one of the 
prominent leaders and debaters of Iskra in its campaign 
pri;liminary to the Russian Party Congress (e), is the 
systematic exposition of the views of the ultra-centralist 
wing of the party. The conception which has here found 
expression in penetrating and exhaustive form is that of 
a thorough-going centralism of which the vital principle 
is, on the one hand, the sharp separation of the organized 
bodies of outspoken and active revolutionists· from the 
unorganized though revolutionary active masses sur
roundin g them, and on the other hand, strict discipline 
and direct, decisive and detel'mining intervention of the 

(�·) N. Lenin: "One Step Forward, Two Stops Backward." 

Geneva, 1904. 
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ccnt.ral authorities in all expressions of life in the party's 
local organizations. It suffi.ces to note, for example, that 
the ecntral committee, according to this conception, is 
a.nthorized to organize all sub-committees of the party. 
hene.e also has power to determine the personal 
composition of every single lo-cal organization, from 
Geneva and Liege to Tomsk and Irkutsk, to give it a set 
of self-made local statutes, to completely dissolve it by a 
decree and create it anew, and finally in this manner to 
iniiuence the composit:on of the highest party aEthority, 
the Party Congress. According to this. the central 
c · tee appears as thê real active nucleus of the ar , 
and all ot ons mere as Its executive or ans. 

In the union of such a strict centralism in organiza
tion with the social-democratic mass movement, Lenin 
perceives â specific Marxist-revolutionary principle, and 
has succeeded in bringing into the field a large number 
of facts to support his conception. Still, let us look into 
the matter a bit more closely. 

There can be no doubt that a strong capitalistic 
streak is native to the Social Democracy. Having sprung 
from the economic soil of capitalism, which is centralistic 
in its tendencies, and confined in its struggle to the 
political framework of a centralized great power under 
the dominance of the bourgeoisie, the Social Democracy 
is fundamentally opposed to any particularism or national 
foderalism. Called upon to represent, in opposition to all 
partial and group interests of the proletariat, and within 
the framework of a given State, the total interests of the 
proletariat as a class, it reveals everywhere the natural 
stl'iving to weld together all national, religious and 
professional groups of the working class into one unified 
party. 

In thi& r'espect, there has been and is, for the Social 
Demoeracy :::lso of Russja, no question but that it m1t,�t 
forrn, not a fcderative conglomerate made up of a great 
number of special organizations on a national and 
provincinl se.ale, but a unified, compact labour party of 
the Russian �;mpire. There is, however, a quite different 
que3tion also to be considered: namely, the greater or 
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l�s degree of centralization and the detailed structure
within a united and unified party.

From the stand point of the f ormal tasks of the Social 
Democracy as a fighting party, centralism in its organiza
tion appears a priori as an indispensible condition upon 
the fulfillment of which the fighting qualities of the party 
stand in direct relation. More important here, however, 
than the consideration of the formal demands of any 
fighting organization are the specific historical conditions 
of the proletarian struggle. 

( 
The social-democratic movement is the first one in the 

history of class societies which in all its factors, 
throughout its course, is calculated upon the organization 
and the initiative of the masses. In this respect, the 
Social Democracy creates a quite different type of 
organization than did the earlicr socialist movements ;. 
:for example, those of the Jacobin and Blanquist type· 

Lenin appears to underrate this fact when he states 
in his hook that the revolutionary .Social Democrat is, 
after all, simply "the Jacobin inseparably Unked with 
the organization of the class-conscious proletariat. '' In 
the organization and class consciousness of the proletariat, 
Lenin perceivf.s the only factors which differentiate the 
Sochl Democracy from Blanquism. He forgets that this , 
difference involves also a complete transvaluation of 
organizationa1 concepts, a quite new content of the many
sided relation between organization and struggle., 

Up· tri this ·point \ve have regarded the question of 
centralism from the standpoint of the general bases of 
the Social Democracy and also in part from that of the 
present�day relations in Russia. But the night-watchman 
spirit of the ultra-centralism cha-mpioned by Lenin and 
his friends is by no means, as concerns him personally, an 
accidental product of errors but is bound up with a 

· thorough-going opposition to-opportunism.
"The question is," says Lenin, "by means of the

rules of organization, to forge a more or less sharp
weapon against opportunism. The deeper the sources of
opportunism lie, the sharper must be this weapon. ''
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Lenin prrceives also in the absolute power of the 
central committee and in the strict, hedging off of the 

. party by statu te the one effective dik'e ag-ainst � the 
opportunistic current. the specific earmarks of which he 
denotes as the inborn academi.c,· predilecti'on: for 
autonomism. for disorganization,1 and the winchi�· at ·strict 
party discipline and, !at an.y·' 'bureaucratism'' in the party 
life. On ly the s00iaHst "Literat," thanks · to his innate 
im;tabiHty an<l · individüalism, can. in· Ltmin 's opjnion, 
oppo�e such ·unHmit.ed powers of 'the central committee; 
a. geuuine proletaria.n. on the other hand, must; even ·as a
result of Ms . revolut.i onary class instinct; experience a ,
sort of rn:r1>t.11rc at all the stifrness, strictness and smntt
ness of his highest party officials, and subjects himself to

·all the rude operation of party discipline with· joyously"
closed eyes. "BllJ'eauc:r.a,tisrn as :agaiust {demo0rati'sm.i''
px;s Lcnw. "th nt is precisely ·the organizational1 !p't'inciple
of thr Social Democracy as opposed to the org,anizatfonal
principlo of the opportunists." He appeals irisistent.ly·to ·
the fact that the,same ·opposition ·between the centna-Hstic
and the autonomistic conception in the ·Social Democracy
is becoming noticeable · in all cou.1-,tries . where the :
revolutionar,y and .the reformist or 'revisionist- tendèr-rcy
st-and facing eâch other.

Fitst of àll, it"tnust be noted that the strong·:emphasis
laid· on the inborn cap1;1,eitres of ! the proletarianS'·· fOr.
social-democratin organizatitin and the contelîlpt··hèa-ped
upon · the ,, ''academiœ'' ele'ments·;of 'the ,s�iat..dem·oc-ratic
movement, is -not 1hi, itself·�to.,,bet•appraisedr.:as 'an.ything ·
'' Mâl'xist.revolutionary:11 

'' All.:'.. thatc: soll't � of,-:-thing. can
eq:naJly well be regarded · as. bèaring.!' a � relationshilr:- to,
opportunistic •views;.

Tliere can, to be :Sure. be �noted in Jwhat has-..rhithé-rto
been the practice. of thê .So'cial ''Democracy; o:f 'western
Europe .an, undeniahle connection between opp0rtunism ·
and the acadèmic ele·ment, ·and also· between opportunism
and, decentralist-tendencies in questions of ·organization.
But when these. phenomena, which arose upcm a concrete
historical soil, are released. fr'om this connection, and
converted into abstract patterns with general and
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absolute validity,-such a procedure is the greatest sin 
against the "Roly Ghost" of Marxism, namely, against 

his historic-dialectical method of thought·

Taken in the abstract, only so much may be definitely 
stated: that the '' intellectual,'' as an element stemming 
from the bourgeoisie and hencc by nature foreign to the 
proletariat, can arrive at socialism not in accordance with 
his own dass feeling but only through overcoming that 
feeling .and by way of the socialist ideology, and is
accordingly mol'e predisposed to opportunistic strayings 
than is the enlightened proletarian, who, insofar as he 
has not lost the connection with his social origin, the 
proletal'ian mass, is provided with a sure revolutionary 
handhold in virtue of his immediate class instinct. As to 
the concrete form, however, in which this .academic
tendency to opportunism appears, particularly in matters 
of organization-that depends in each case on the 
concrete social milieu in question. 

The phenomena in the life of the German as well_ as
of the French and Italian Social Democracy to wh1ch 
Len.in appeals were the outgrowth of a quite determinate 
social basis namely, bourgeois parliamenta_rianism. Just 
as this latt�r is in general the specific soil of the present 
op,portunistic current in the socialist movement of 
western Europe, so also have .sprung from it the special
tendencies of opportunism toward. disorganization. 

Parliamentarianism supports not only all the illusions 
of present-day opportunism, as we· have come to lmow 
them in ·France, ItaJy and Germany, but also the over
estimation of reform -work, of the ·co-operation of classes 
and parties, of peaceful development, e.tc. lt f orms at. the 
same tim.e the .soi! . on which these illusions can be 
confirmed in' practfoe, in that ihe intellectuals, who �
parliamentarians even in the �ocial Democracy are. stlllseparated from the proletanan · mass, are thus m a 

· sense elevated over that mass. Finally, with the growth
of the labour movement, the same parliamentarianism
makes of this movement a springboard for political
uustarts and according·ly easily converts it into a refuge.L ' 

• • for ambitious and bankrupt bourgeois exist,ences.
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From all tlH'sc factors results also tJrn do-fin5tc 
inclination of the oppo1-tunisfü· fr1tdJcctual of Westc1·n 
European So-cial Democracy to _disorganizati�� and lack
of discipline. The second dcfimtc prcsuppoS1t1011 of tl1e 
pre�ent-day opportunist�c currcnt is, of course, .c the 
presence of an already h1gh stage of developm�nt OJ. tJ1e 
social-dcmocratie movcment, hence also of an mflnentlal 
social-democratic party organization. The latter then 
appcars as that bulwark of the revolutio1:ary rnovemcnt 
against bourgeois-parh1mentarian tcndcncrns-a bulwark 
·which has to be worn clown and pnlled a-part so as to
dissolve the compact and a.cti ve kernel of the prol�tariat
back into the amorphons mass of electors. In thrn way
arrse . the historically wcll-gTOUnded and cleterrn�natc
polfücal aims of admfrably adapted "automatic" . and
decentralistic tendencieR of modern opportumsm;
tondencies which, accordingly, are not to be traccd back
to the inhorn slovenlincss and ] oosencss of the
":ntellectual," as Len in assumes, but to the needs of the
l>ourgeois parliamentarian-not t? _the psycholo::;y of !he
a�ademic elcment, but to the pobt1cs of the oppo1·tunrnt.

But all thcse relations have a considerably differcnt
aspect in absolutist RuFisia, where the opport11nism in the
]n.l10ur movement is by no means a product of the
vio·orous gTowth of the Social Democracy, of the
dc;omposition of bonrgeois society, _but _ i�wersely a

20<liJct of its political backwardncss.
'fiïe Russia.n intellig·entsia, from which the socialist

intellectual is recrutted, has na,tnrally a much more
indeterminate class character, is r.cmch more declassed m
tre exact sense of the word. than the intelligentsia of
,;:, estera Europe. From th.is there result�-in combi�a
ti on, to be sure, with the youthfulness of th.e pro!etarian
movement in Russiar--in general a much w1der field for 
theoretical instabilitv a.nd opportunistic meanderl�0-s, 
which at one time ta.ke the form cf a complete negat1on 
of the nolitical side of the labour movem.e.nt, imd at 
another · time tnrn toward t:te cpr o:ite belief in t�e 
exclusive blessedness of terrorism, and finally rest up m 
the "philosophie" swamps of libcr�Jism or of Kantfa.n 
icJ..calism . 
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. But for. the specific_ a�tive tendency to disorganiza
tion, th� �ocial-democratic mtellectual of Russia lacks, ü1 
our . op1ruon,. not only the positive h9ld in bourgeois 
parha?1enta�1�m but . also the correspond1ng social
psyclncal m1h�u. 1'he modern writer of western Europe 
,vho dev�tes himself to the cult of his alleged "ego" and 
drags th1s '' master morality'' cven into the socialist 
world �f st�uggle and thought, is not the type of 
bourgeois existence; he is in fact the product of a 
decadent

! 
corrupted bourgeoisie already hidebound in the 

worst ci_rc�e of its class rule. The utopian and 
oppo�·tt1:1rnt�c vagaries of thr socialist intel]ectual of 
Russia mclme inversely, as is readily understandable 
rath�r to . assume the inverted theoretical form of self� 
;1;1or!ificat10n, of self-flagellation· In fact, that erstwhile 

�-?mg to the people," that is, among the populists the 
obbgatory masquerade of the intellectual as a peasant 
wa.s 1:othing otheP than a despairing invf'ntion of tb� 
samc rntcllectual, Just as is nowadays the clumsy cult of 
the "horny hand" on the part on the pure "Economists." 

. The s�m e reflection also makes clear that centrafü,m 
m the social-democratic sense is not at all an absolute 
coneept which can be carried out equally well at any 
stage of the labour movement, but that it must rather be 
regarded . as a tendency, the actualization of which
procee.ds m step with the enlightenment and political
schoolmg of the working class in the course of its 
struggle. 
. The insufficiency. of �he most important presupposi

tions for the full reahzation of centralism in the Russian 
movement at the present time may, to be sure, have a 
vcry baneful effect. N evertheless it is false in our 
OJ?inion, t� think that the still impracticable maj�rity rule 
o.f the enhghtened workers within their party organi.za
tion may be replaced "temporarily" by a "transf erred" 
sole-mastery on the part of the central authority of the 
party an� that the lacking public control on the part of 
the workmg masses over the acts and omissions of the 
party organs would be just as well replaced by the 
mverted contr?l of a central committee over the activity 
of the revo1ut10nary workers. 

12 
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The history of th0 Russian movement itself -E1.nn;.shcs 
rnany proofs for the dubious value oÎ centralism in this 
latter sense. The central committee with Its almost 
unlimited authority of interference and control according 
to Lenin 's idea would evidently be an absurdity if it 
should limit its power to the purely technical side of 
social-dem.ocratic activity,, to the outer means and 
accessories of agitation-say, to the supplying of party 
literature and suitable distribution of agitational and 
:financial forces. It would have a comprehensible political 
purpose only in case it were to employ its power in the 
creation of a unified fighting tactic for Russia and in the 
l'elease of a great poJitical action. What do we see, 
however, in the phases through which the Russian 
movement has already passed 1 Its most important and 
most fruitful ta-ctical turns of the last decade were not by 
any means "invented" by determinate leaders of the 
movement, and II\uch less by leading organizations, but 
were in each càs'e the spontaneous product of the 
unbound movement itself. So was the fi.rst stage of the 
genuine proletarian movement in Russia, which set in 
with the elemental outbreak of the great St. Petersburg 
strike in the year 1896 and which for the fi.rst time had · 
inaugurated the economic mass action of the Russian 
proletariat. Likewise, the second phase-that of the 
political street demonstrations-was opened quite 
spontaneously as a result of the student unrests in .St. 
Petersburg in March, 1901. The further significant 
turning point, by which new horizons were opened to 
tactics, was the mass strike which broke out "all oil: 
itself" in Rostov on the Don, with its ad hoc improvised 
street agitation, the popular meetings under the open sky, 
the: public addresses-things of which the boldest 
blustérer · among the Social Democrats · would not have · 
ventured to think a few ycnrs curlier. Of all these cases; 
we may say that in the beginning was· "the deed." The 
initi:ative and :cons'Cioùs ·leadership, of the social-demo
rrat i e organiza tians played · an exceedingly sma 11 role. 
This was not, howeve·r,· so m1��h the fault _o:É defèctive 
preparation of the.se special o:

r
'ganizations Îor thèir .role-. 

cven though this factor ma·y have· been a conside;able 



contributing cause-and certainly not of the lack at that 
tirne, in the Russian .Social Demo�raoy, of an all-powerful 
central commit.tee in accordane,e with Lenin's plan. 
Inversely, such a commit.tee :would in all probability only 
have worked to the purpose of making the indecision of 
the various par-ty committees still greater, and brought 
about a division between the storming masses and the 
procrastinating Social Democracy. 

The same phenomenon-the small part played by the 
conscious initiative of the party leadership in the 
shaping of tactics-is still more observable in Germany 
and elsewhere. The fighting tactics of the Social 
Democracy, at least as •regards its main features, is 
absolutely not '' invented,'' but is the result of a 
progressive series of great creative acts in the course of 
the experimenting and often elemental class struggle. 
Here also the unconscious precedes the conscious, the 
logic of the objective historical process goes before the 
subj_ective Jogic of its spokesmen. So that the role of the 
social-democratic leadership becomes one of an essenti:'.Llly 
conservative character, in that it lea<ls to workinr: out 
empirically to its ultimate conclusions the new experience 
acquired in the struggle and soon to converting it into a 
bulwark against a further innovation in the grand style. 
The present tactic of the German Social Democracy, for 
example, is generally admired for its remarkablr 
manifoldness, flexibility and at the same time certaint.y. 
Such qualities simply mean, however, that our party bas 
adapted itself wonderfully in its daily stl'uggle to the 
present parliamentary basis, down to the least detail. that 
it knows how to exploit the whole field of battle offered 
by parliamentarism and to master it in accordance I with 
given principles. At the same tirne, however. tkis ,speeific 
formulation of tactics already serves so muc.h, to· conceal 
the further horizons that one n0tes·.a strong inclina:tion' to 
eternalize that tactic and· to ·regard· the par'lia-mentary 
tactic as the social-democratic tactic for all time. As 
illnstrative of this mood, we may mention the vain efforts 
which Parvus has been making for years now to bring 
about a debate in the party press regarding an eventual 
rcformulation of tactics in case of the abrogation of 
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universal suffrage, in spite of the fact that such an 
eventuality is viewed by the party leaders in full �nd 
bitter seriousness. This inertia is, however, largely 
explained by the difficulty of giving contour and palpable 
forms to a still inexistent, hence imaginary, ,political 
struggle, whatever its weight in the empty air of abstract 
sueculation. To the Social Democracy also, the important 
t.hing each time is not the premonition and formulation 
<Jf a ready-made recipe for the future tactic. but the 
preservation within ·the party of the correct historical 
appraisal for the then -orevailing forms of struggle, a 
lively feeling for the relativity of the given phase and 
for the necessary intensification of the revolutionary 
fact.ors frorn the standp.oint of the final goal of the 
pro]etarÎ-1n rnovement. 

But to desire, as Lenin does, to deck oµt ,a, p,arty 
leadership with such absolute powers of . a neg-aitivê 
character wonkl be only to multiply artiftcially and in a 
most danrreTous measure the> conservatism whiqh ,is a 
necessary outgrowth of every such leadership. Just as 
t�,e social-democratic tactic was formed, not by a central 
committee . but by the whole party or, more correctly 
st.ated, by the whole movement, so the separate organizJL
tjons of the party vlainly require such elbow-room as 
R1one enables comnJ.ete utilization of all. means oft:er.ed by 
the situation of the moment, as well..as the -gnfold.iIUr of

· revolutionary initiative. The ultra-centtalia:m. a,,q.v®�tecJ
hv Lenin, however, appe.ars to us as �ometbi:Q.g whfoh, in
its whole essence, is n ot. inf ormed with .the positive and
creative spirit. but with the sterile spirit of the night
watchrnan. His thought is patterned mainlv unon the
CONTROL of par�y activity and not upon its· prom,otio.n,
'"Pon_. narroV(_În�r and not up9n �nfoldi::µg, v.:pon t,b.e
hemmmg and not upon the dravnµ,g �ether of t}ie
·mcvement.

Such an experiment seems.,dou.bly dangerous to the
Rnssjan Social Democracy at the present time. The party
stands on the eve of great revolutionary struggles for the
overthrow of .absolutism, before or rat.ber engaged in a
nr\riod of most intense creative activity in the· field of
tactics and-a t.hing which is i:;elf-evidcnt in revo]utionary
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epochs-of feverish extensions and shiftings of its spherc . 
of influence. In such times, to insist on fettering the 
initiative of the party spirit and raising a barbed-wire 
f ence a round its capacity for leap-like expansion, would 
be to make the Social Democracy largely unfit in advance 
for the great tasks of the moment. 

\ 

These general considerations on the peculiar content 
of social-democratic centralism do not, of course, permit 
of deducing the concrete provisions of the rules of 
organization for the Russian party. Those depend 
naturally, in the last instance, upon the concrete circum
stances in which the activity unfolds in the given period, 
and-since we are concerned in Russia with what is, after 
all, the first attempt at a great proletarian party 
organization-can scarcely pretend to infallibility in 

dvance, but_ must rather in each case first stand the test 
f practical life. What can be inferred, however, from 
he general conception of the social-democratic type of 

organization is the main outlin�s, the spirit of the 
org·anization; and this spirit prescribes, especially in the 
beginnings of the mass movement, co-ordinabon. and 
drawing together instead o:E regimentation and exclusivc
ness. If this spirit of political liberty, combined with a 

· sharp eye to stability of principles and to the. i.+nity of the
movement, has secured a foothold in the ranks of the
party, in such a case the defects of any rules of organiza
tion, even of those· which are awkwardly worded·, will
soon undergo effective revision through practice itself.
It is not the wording of the regulations but the spirit and
meaning incorporated into that wording by the active
fighters which decides c·oncerning the value of a form of
organization.

Blanquism was not calc_ulated upon the direct class
action of the working masses, and accordingly did not
need a mass organization. Oh the èontrary, since tlie
great mass of the people was not to appear on the scene
of action until the time for· the revolution, while the
preliminary action for the prepàration of a revolutionary·
insurrection was performed by a small minority, a sharp
separation of the persons entrusted with this action from
the mass of the people was an indispensable condition to
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the successful carrying out of their task. Snch a 
separation was possible and practicable, since no inner 
connection existed between the daily life of the masses 
and the Blanquist conspiratorial activity, and likewise the 
tactic and the more immediate objects of activity-since 
these had no connection with the soil of the elemental 
class struggle, but were improvised out of the whole 
cloth-were worked out in full detail in advance, fixed 
and prescribed as a definite plan. For that reason the 
active members of the organizations were naturally 
transformed into pure executive organs of a previously 
determined will existing outside their own field of 
activity, into tools of a central committee. Thus we have 
also the second characteristic of conspiratorial 
centralism: the absolu te, blind subordinatio11 of the 
different organs of the party to their central authority, 
and the extension of the decisive powers of this latteT 
nnto the outermost periphery of the party organization. 
-

Fundamentally different are the conditions of social
dcmocratic action. This action grows historically out of 
the elemental class strnggle. In so doing, it works and 
moves in the dialectical contradicti� that here the 
proletarian army is first recruited in the struggle its·elf, 
where it also first beoomes clear regarding the tasks of 
the struggle. Organization, enlightenment and struggle 
are here not separate, mechanic and also temporarily 
disjointed factors, as in the case of a Blanquist movemeni, 
but are only different side-s of the same process. On the 
one hand-apart from general principles of the struggle 
-there is no detailed, ready-made fighting tactic
estabHshed in advance and in which the party member
ship could be drilled by a central committee. On the
other hand, the process of struggle which shapes the
organization leads to a constant fluctuation of the party's
sp h ere of influence.

It follows that social-democratic centralization can
not be based on blind obediencC on gi.echanical 
�ordination of the party fighters to their central 
authority; and, furthermore, that no absolu te partition 
can be crcctcd between the nucleus of the class conscious 
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p1'oletariat already organizcd inlo ilxecl party cadres and 
the surrounding element engaged in the class strugglc 
but still in process of class enlightcnmcnt. The settinG 
up of the central organization 011 thesc two principles on 
the blind subordination of all party organizations, with 
thefr activity, dov\111. to the lcast detail, undcr a central 
authority which alone thinks, acts and d0cidcs for all, 
and on a sharp separation of the orgm1jiccl nucleus of the 
party from the surrounding rC'vo]utionary milieu, as 
championed by Len-in-appcars to us for that rcason as a 
mechan1cal carrying over of the organizational principlcs 
o-E the Blanquist movcmcnt of conspiratorial circles onto
the soc:a1-J.emocratic movement of the working masses. 
And Lcnin himsclf has perhaps eharacterized his stand
point more kemùy than any of his opponmts could do, 111 
that h3 defincf- his "rcvolut:orn.try Soc�al Democrat" as 
the "Jacobin linkDd with the organization of the class
conscious workers.'' As a rnatter of fact, however, the 
Social Dcmocracy is not linked or connected with the
organization of the working class, but is tlie movemcnt of 
the working class itself. Social-dernocratic centralism 
must therefore be of cmH'ntiaHy di ffC'-rcnt construction 
frorn the BJanquist. It en 11 be notliing other than the
irnpcrious co-ordination of thC' w111 of the cnlightencd and 
tighfo1.g vanguard of the ,vorkcrs as contrasted with its 
different groups and inc1ividuals; this is, so to speak, a 
'' self-centralism'' of the leading clemcnt of the prole
tariat, the majority_ rulc of that elcment -vvithin its own 
par1y organization. 

Just from looking into tliis truc content of social
democratic centralism, jt becomes clear that the neccssary 
condition for such a thing are not yet fully realized in 
Russia. These conditions arc, h1 the main, the presence 
of a considerable element of prolctarians already schoole�1 
in the political. struggle and the possibility of giving 
expression to its maturity through the direct exercise of 
inAucncc ( nt public party congrcssrs, in the party press, 
etc.). 

It is clcar that this latter condition can only be 
crcatrcl with the advent of political frcc<lom in Russia. 
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The. �ormer condition, however-the forming of a class
consc10us, competent vanguard of the proletariat-is only 
in. course of achievement and must be regarded as th

0

e 
pr1mary purpose of the next agitational and also 
organizational work. 

A_ll the more surprising is the eff ect produced by the
opposite assurance of Lenin, a-ccording to which all the 
precon�itions for the carrying out of a great and highly 
centrahzed labour party are already present in Russia. 
And he betrays once more a much too mechanical 
conception of social-democratic organization in optimisti
cally proclaiming that even now it is "not the proletariat 
but a great number of intellectuals in the Russian .Social 
Democracy who lack self-training in the spirit of 
organization and discipline." The "discipline" which 
Lenin has in mind is impressed upon the proletariat not 
by any means merely by way of the factory, but also 
through the whole mechanism of the centralized bouro-eois 
State. However, it is nothing short of an imprope; use 
of slogans to denote equally as ''discipline'' two such 
onposed concepts as the willessness and thoughtlessness 
of a four-legged . and many-armed mass of �h which 
perforrns mecharncal movements to the accompaniment 
of the baton and the voluntary co-ordination of conscious 
political actions on the part of a certain social element · 
the lifeless obedience of a governed class and th� 
or�anized rebellion of a class struggling for its libcration. 
It 1s not by adding on to the discipline impressed upon it 
by the capitalist State-with the mere transfer of the 
baton from the hand of the bourgeoisie into that of a 
social-democra�i� central committee-but by the breaking 
up and upro?tmg of this slavish spirit of discipline, that 
the proletariat can _be. P!epared for the new discipline, 
the voluntary sel_f-d1sc1phne of the Social Democracy. 

. If we seek to solve the ques!ion of forms of organiza
t1on, not by way of the mechamcal transfer to Russia of 
!nert pat�erns from 'Yy estern Europe but through the 
mvestigahon of the g1ven concrete relations in Russia
itse]f, we arrive at a quite different conclusion.· To say 
of opportunism. aR Lenin implicitly does, that it gocs in 
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for any one certain form of organization-say for 
decentralization-is , at any- · rate to . mistake its inner 
nature. Being opportunistic' -as it is, the only principle of 
opportunism, even in questions of organization, is-the, 
lack of principles. It always selects its means according 
to circumstances, with reference to the degree to which 
tlwse m�ans promote, its .ends. But if, like, Lenin, we 
de:fine , opportunism as the endeavour to paralyze the 
independ.ent revolutiona11y .movement of. .the proletariat. in 
order to make it serviceable to the lust for ruling on the 
part of .the bourgeois intelligentsia, one can only say that 
this purpose can be mo$t readily attained, in the initial 
stages of the labour movement, not through decentraliza
tion but precisely -by way of strict centralism, by which 
the proletarian movement, still unclear in its aims and 
methods, is turned. over, bound hand and foot, to a 
han dful of, academic leaders. 

Even from the standpoint of the fears entertained by 
Lenin, that is, the dangerous influence of the i.ntell ectuals 
upon the pro] etarian movement, his own conception of 
organization constitutes the greatest danger for· the 

. Russfan Social Dcmocracy. 
As a matter of fact

1 
there is nothing which so eri.sily 

and so surely hands over a still youthful làbour 
movement to the private ambitions of the intellectuals as ,

forcing the movement into the straig·ht�jacket of a 
bureaucratie centralism, which debases the fi.gb.ting · 
workers into a pliahle tool in the hands of a '' commit
tee.'' And, inverse1y, nothing so surely preserves the . 
labour movement from all opportunistic al;mses.ton the: 
part of an amb�tious intelligentsia as -the. ·revolùtiona_ry · 
s�lf-activation of the working mass�,. the intensifü)ation•· 
of their feeling of _politic.al :r;esp�sibility;- . 

And, in fact, the very,thing,.wbwh.Lenw._se�,.as,a. .. 
spector to-day, may easily_ turn to�morrow in�o a palp�ble 
reality. 

I.et us not forget that the revolµtion �hich- we see in. 
the offin in Rus ·a· · not a roletarÎaJ,).. but a bouru is ·
revolut10!1, which will great y c ange t e en 1re scenery 
-of the social-democratic strugglc. Thereupon the Rnssian
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intelligentsia also will quickly absorb a. strong-ly 
pronounced bourgeois content. Whereas to-day �he 
Social Democracy is the only leader of the I_tuss1an 
working masses, on the morning ait�r �he r�volut1_on t�e
bourgeoisie and in the :first instance its mtelhgentsia, w1ll 
seek to co�vert these masses into a pedestal for its 
parliamentary rule. Now the less scope there is �ive1; in
the present period .of the struggle to the self-activat10n, 
to the free initiative, to the political sense of the 
awakened element of the working class, and the more 
that element is politically bell-weathered and drilled by 
a social-democratic central committee, the easier will be 
the game of the bourgeois demagogues in the renovated 
Russia and the more will the results of the etnrent efforts 
of the Social Demo-cracy turn to the advantage of the 
bourgeoisie. 

On the other hand, it is a thoroughly unhistorical 
1 illusion to think that the social-democratic tactic in the if

revo]utionary sense can be established in advance once 
for all time, that the labour movement can be preserved 
once for all from opportunistic side-leaps. To be sure, 
the Marxian doctrine provides effective weapons against 
all basic types of opportunistic thought. Since, however, 
the social-democratic movement is in fact a m'&Ss 
movement and the dangers by which it is menaced do 
not spring from human heads but from the social 
conditions, opportunistic strayings cannot be guarded 
against in advance: they must be overcome through the 
movement itself-of course, with the aid of the weapons 
supplied by Marxism-after they have assumed a de:finite 
shape in the course of experience. Regarded from this 
point of view, opportunism too appears !1s a product of 
the labour movement itself, as an unavmdable factor of 
its historical development. Precisely in Russia, where 
the Social Demo·cracy is still young, and the political 
conditions of the labour rnovement are so abnormal, 
opportunism might very well at present spring largely 
from this source, from the unavoidable groping and 
rxperimenting in matters of tactics, from the necessity of 
bringing the present struggle into harmony with socialist 
principles in quite peculiar and unexampled relations. 
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But if t.hat is so. one must marvcl all the mor.e at the 
idca that the risc ·of opportunistic tcndencies can be 
forhidden in the very beginnings of a labour movement 
by means of this or that form of rules of organization. 
The attempt to ward off opportunism by such scraps of 
paper can, as a matter of fact, do no harm to opportunism 
but only to the Social Democracy hself, and, by 
rcs1.raining within the party the pulsing of a healthy 
blood, weakens its po,ver of resistancc not only against. 
opportunistic currents, but also-a thing which after all 
mig-ht be of. some importance-against the existing social 
order. The mcans turns against the end

In this frightened effort of a part of the Russian 
Social Democracy to preserve from false steps the 
aspiring labour movement of Russia through the 
g-uardianship of an omniscient and omnipresent central 
committee we seem to see also the same subjectivism 
involved by which socialist thought in Russia has 
frt:quently been imposed upon in the past. Amusing, in 
truth, are the somersaults which the revered human 
subject -of history Ja-yes to perform at times in his own
historical process. (!!!_c ego which has been beaten down 
by Russian absolutism takes rcveng·e by setting itself on 
the throne in its revolutionary thought-world and 
declaring itself omnipotent-as a _.ÇfillS.piratorial, 
corn mi ttee in the name of a non-existent " .. 110.pular--wffi-:-? _:_J 
Tlîe '' ol5Ject slïows Itself stronger, however: the knout 
soon triumphs, in that it proves itself to be the 
''legitimate'' expression of the given stage of the 
historical process. Fjnally there appears on the scene, 
as a more legitimate child of the historical process-the 
Russian labour movement, w,hich make·s a splendid 
beginning to shape,.for the first tirne in Russian history, a 
rcal,popular will. :Novv, however, the ego_ of the .Ri1ss1an 
revolutio�1ary · quickly stands on its head and dcclares 
itself onGe more to be an almighty ruler of history-this 
time, .h1 the direction of the socjal-democratic working 
masses. In so doing, the bold a-crobat overlooks the fact 
that the only subject to which this role has now fallen js 
the mass-ego of the working class, which evcrywhere 
insists on vcntnring to make its own mistakes and 
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learning historical dialectic for itself. And by way of 
concl�on, let us say openly just to ourselves: Mistakes
�1î.rêh � truly revolutionary labour movernent cornmits 
are, in historical perspective, immeasurably more fruitful
and valuable than the infallibility of the very best 
'' central cornmittee. '' 

II. 

Dictatorship of the Party or Dictatorship of the

Proletariat. (*) 

The implicit presupposition of the dictatorship theory 
in the Lenin-Trotskyist sense is that the socialist over
throw is a mattcr for which there is a ready-made recipc 
jn the pockct of the revolutionary party, which has only 
to put it into practice vigorously. That is unfortunately 
-or otherwise, if you will-not so. Far from being a
surn of ready-made prescriptions which have only to be
applied, the practical realization of socialis-m as an
economic, social and legal system is a mat.ter which lies
completely vciled ü1 the fog of the future. What wc have
in onr programme is only a few big sign-posts which show
the direction in which the measure must be sought, and
mainly of a negative character. Thus we have an idea as
to what must be shoved aside in the very first instance in
order to clear the way for the socialist economy; but as
regards the nature of the thousand concrete practical
matters to be dealt with in order to introduce the
socialist principles into economics, law and all soeial
relations-on those points no enlightenment is furnished
by any socialist party programme or by any socialist
textbook. That is no defect, but the su1)criority of
scicntific socialism over the utopian brand: the socialist

("·) Ex.tract from Rosa Luxemburg's "The Russian Revolution." 
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system oî socicty can only be an historical }Jrocluct., arising from its owi1 school of expcrience, in the hour of ful:fillment, from the course of living history which, in prccisely the same way as organic nature, of which in the last instance it is a part, has the lovely caprice o.f bringing forth, together with the genuine social need, also the means for its satisfaction, and with the problem also the solution. If that is so, howevcr, then it is clear that socialism, from its very nature, is not susceptible of bcing imposed, or introduced by dccree. It has as a prerequisite a series of · violent measures-against property, etc. The negative part, the work of tearing down, can be decreed; the building up, the positive part, can not. This is new territory, with a thousand problems. Only experience is capable of correcting mistakes and opening new paths. Only unrestrictedly flowing life hits upon a thousand new forms, makes improvisations, contains creative power, itself corrects all blunders. The public lifc of the nations with limited freedom is so needy, so poor, so schematic, so unfruitful for the very reason that by excluding democracy it bars the living sprin�· of all spiritual wealth and progress. The whole mass of the people must partici1:ate; otherw].se, socialism is decreed, imposed from the green table of a handful of intellectuals. Unconditional public control (according to Lenin's pwn words) is necessary. Otherwise the exchange of experiences remains only in the closed circ1e of the officials of the new regime. In place of the representative bodies arising from universal suffrage, Lenin and Trotsky have proposed the soviets as the only true representation of the working masses. But with the suppression of the political life throughout the land, the life of the soviets also must grow more and more paralyzed. Œ-i!!lwlt g·eneral elections, unrestricted freedom of the press and of assembly, free conflict of opinion, life dies eut in every public institution, becomes a mere semblance of life, in which 'lt)he bureaucracy remains alone as the activeelement No one can evade this law. The public life gradually falls asleep, a dozen party leaders of inexhaustible energy and. boundless idealism direct and 

govern. Among these, the actual leadership is exe·rcised by a dozen pre-eminent brains, and a selected group of the workers is invited to meetinirs from time to time to appla,ud the s:peeches of the le?.riers. and to a.pprove by unailimous vote the resolutions laid before them. Whàt we have, then, at bottom, is a clique economy-a dictatorship, to be sure, but not the dictatorship of · the proletariat. Rather, the dictatorshin of a handfnl of politicians, that is, dictatorship in the' bourgeois sense, in the sense of the Jacobins-in a word, ruling- (increasing the interval between the soviet congresses from three to six months ! ) . And what is more: such conditions must be a symptom of the barbarization of the public life. ?'�he basic error of the Lenin-Troti;;kyist theory is simp[y this: th,at they set dictatorship. iust as Kautsky. does, over against democrac�. "Dictatorship -ordemocracy''-that 1s the question1oth for the Bol�heviks and for Kautsky. The latter decides, naturally, for df'mocracy, and for bourgeois dcmocracy a.t that.. since he vinws it precfaely as the alternative to the sociaHi;;t overth1·ow. Lenin and. Trotskv decide, inversely, for dictatorship in o-pposition to democracy and, in so doi�, for the dictatorship of a handful o.f individuals, that is for àictatorshin after the bourg-eois fashion. Tw� oppos;te poJes. both equa.lly far removed from the true socialist · policy. When the proleta.ri.at seizes nower, it �an never more follow Kautsky's advfoe and renounce the Job of carrying· throuirh the s.ocialist transformation. under the pret.ext of the '' unripeness of the country,'' and devote 1tself merely to democracy, without committin9,' treason to itself. to the International and to !,he Revolution.. It is bonnd. to :md must without delay, m the most v1irorous, unwavering and thorough-goin� manner, take socialist measures in hand, hence exercise dictatorship-but dictatorship of the class, not of a party or clioue; dictatorshin of the class. i.e. in the broadest publicitv, with the active participa.tien of the masses, in(_, unlimited democracy. "As Marxists. ,ve have nevP.r hren iclolat.ers o.E formal demoP-racy," vvritcs TrotskyCertamly we have ncver been idolaters of formal demorracy. Nor have we ner bcen idolaters of socialism 



or of Marxism. Does it follow that we are entitled to 
throw socialism, Marxism, onto the scrap-heap when we 
find it uncomfortable � Trotsky and Lenin are the living 
negations of this question. W e have never been idolaters 
of forrnal democracy; ,vhich simply means that we have 
always distinguished the social kernel from the political 
form of bourgeois democracy; we have a1ways uncovereq. 
the bitter kernel of social inequality and constraint under 
the sweet shell of f.ormal equality and freedom-not in 
order to reject these latter, but in order to urge the 
working class not to eontent itself with the shell but 
rather to win the political power in order to fi11 it with 
new social content. It is the historical task of the 
proletariat, when it cornes to power, to create in the place 
of bourgeois democracy, socialist democracy, not to do 
away .with democracy its�lf. Socialist democracy begins, 
however, not in the promised land after the substructure 
of socialist economy has been formed, as a ready-made 
Christmas present for the good people who in the mean-

. while have loyally supported the handful of socialist 
· dictators. Socialist democracy begins simultaneously
with the. tearing down cf class rule a.nd the building up
of socialism. It begins with the seizure of power, it is
nothing else than the dictatorship of t,he vroletariat.

Y es, dictatorship ! But this dictatorship cons.ists in 
the manner in which dem.ocracy is employed, not in its 
abolition; in vig·orous, decided intrusions into the well
established rights and economic relations of bourgeois 
society, without which the socialist overturn cannot be 
actualized. This dictatorship must be the work of the 
class, and not of a small minority in the name of tb:e 
class; that is, it must proceed at each step with the active 
participation of the masses, be subject to their direct 
influence, stand under the control of unlimited public 
opinion, proceed from the growing political education of 

,. the masses. 
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STATEMENT OF· AIMS & OBJ'ECTS Oli' -THE A.P.C.F. 

The Capitalistic complex of the working class 
movement with its multifarious Social-democratic pre
judiees hindering -rn.ther than d-evelo-ping the· initiatiTe 
of the masses in the 1:itrug1?le for Commnntsm expoRP.8 
the need for a workinl? clA.R� party free from self
seeking and desire for Office under ·Capitalism. 
Pa.rliamenta.rii:im leads to l'evisionism and betrayal. and 
must be expune-e·d fr-Om the program of the revoltttion
ary workin� cla.ss movement. To this end the Anti. 
Parliamentary Communist Federation describes the 
ftmctions of a. sincere and intelligent revolntionary 

· or�anisation in that it :-

(1 )" Sta.nds for the revolntionary overthrow of the 
Capitalist system of exploitation, and pnvile,re, 
11.nd advocates in its stead the Workers• Industriat 
Republic. 

(2)' Preaches the class war, recognlsing that the 
present etruggle between the classes can only be 
soived permanently in thé triu-mph · of the 
working claM. 

(3) Advocates the overthrow of the preeent parUa.
mentary system of government and urges the
boycotting of the ballot box as the initial 
challenge ·of the workers in the fight for economic 
power. 
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( 4) Declares that- the permanent crisis of Capitalism
has rendered obsolete the official trade and indus

trial union movements but recognising the inevi
tability of struggle, urges the General Strike as 
the only effective method of indrn:itrial action. 

(5) Holds that unemployment is a éh1�"6nié and ex
panding feature of Capitalist conditions and con
stitutes a real menace to Capitalism; thcrëfore 
urges collaboration of employed and unemploycd 
in the fight for emancipation, and supports all 
de111::111ds t]rnt ·f'ut"th<·1· the dass st1·ugg-le. 
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